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NEWS

EDITORIAL
Earlier this year the enfranchisement of the Editor (i.e. the granting of full voting rights) on
Federal Council was discussed. This matter was raised by Riverina Branch as a result of their
experience of running federal affairs during Allan Smith's term as President.
To many this would seem to be a non-issue. Why would (or should) an Editor wish (or need) to
vote on federal issues?, you may ask. Well, he would want to because of his involvement with
Council, in particular, and the Society, in general.
An Editor by virtue of his task takes a broad view of the Society's activities and as well,
comes across views and opinions of members of sister or related professional societies which
further broaden his views. The Editor's attitude and familiarization with activities thus tends to
make worthwhile any contribution he may make to Council discussions. At present, however, he is
denied the satisfaction of voting for his opinions.
The natural tendency for anyone deprived of their democratic right is to either accept the
situation and let apathy set in, or to try to change it.
After all, ask yourself the following questions: Is the Editor's role in Council so less essential
in a society with a widely scattered membership than those of the "equivalent" positions of
Secretary and Treasurer? Are the views expressed by an Editor in Council discussions always
going to be less well-informed, less soundly based, and less reasonable than those of the Secretary
or Treasurer? Would not the Society and Federal Council function better if the Editor had
some role to play in meetings other than to sit mutely waiting for his report to be called for?
I believe the answers to these questions are "No", "No" and "Yes"!
If your answer to the last question, in particular, is "Yes", then do something about it.
Let your Branch and Federal Council know how you feel.
If your answer to the last question is "No", then try being Editor for a term.
In memory of Ian Kelly and on behalf of all future Editors.
GREG HAMILTON.

Death Notice
The Secretary has announced that one of the Society's members, Dr. R. C. Stefanson, has been
tragically drowned whilst on field work for Roseworthy Agricultural College on Lake Bonney
near Adelaide. The Council noted his death with regret and the Secretary has written to his family
extending the Society's condolences. I am sure all members of the Society likewise extend their
condolences.
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PRESIDENT'S NOTES
Since the last issue of SOIL NEWS, a number of things have happened which warrant some
comment in this issue.
Naturally, the National Soils Conference next May is uppermost in the thoughts of New South
Wales members and your Federal Council. The committee of Terry Abbott, Peter Searle and
Cedric Hawkins is working very hard to ensure the success of this event, and Science House have
proven very co-operative with respect to all the Society's needs. Response to the various circulars
has been good in terms of both attendance and submission of papers. The committee has
lined up an excellent team of review speakers, and work is proceeding on the planning of the field
excursion to the Central West of New South Wales. All in all, the prospects for a successful
conference look very good at this stage. The N.S.W. Premier has been asked to open the conference
but has not, as yet, responded.
I have presented two J. A. Prescott medals — one to Mr. J. K. Taylor in Adelaide (1978 medal)
and one to Professor N. Collis-George here in Sydney (1979 medal). Both functions were well
attended and very enjoyable — a mark of the high esteem in which both men are regarded
in the soil science field. There has been a hold-up in the processing of the new publication medal
applications, but I hope that this will now be sorted out. The first medallist should be announced
soon.
I have so far managed to visit all branches except Victoria, and intend to get down to the "Yarra
village" some time early in the New Year. The visits have given me considerable personal
satisfaction, and brought home to me strongly the wide geographical spread of our States and
the different interests of soil scientists across Australia. I was pleased to be able to attend the
Queensland meeting at which George Hubble gave his "retiring" address, and the large
attendance at that meeting was obvious recognition of George's reputation in soils work.
I was also in Mildura recently for the opening of a conference on "Aeolian Landscapes"
organized by the Riverina Branch of the Society. Like their conference on the Hydrogeology of the
Riverine Plain two years ago, this one was also a great success, attracting eighty-odd delegates
from three States and some excellent papers. The proceedings drew attention to soil problems
associated with the increasing amount of clearing and cultivation of Mailee lands, as well as the
difficulties in understanding the mode of formation of these landscapes. Congratulations to
Mark Stannard and his committee for an excellent meeting.
A matter which many members may not be aware of is that in relation to garden soils. "What
about them?", you may ask. Well, Federal Council has again approached the Standards Association
with regard to an Australian Standard for Garden Soils (for domestic use). Whilst some of
you may regard this as a somewhat unattainable ideal, a group of Victorian members has put
considerable time and effort, over the last two years or so, into drawing up a better standard than
that proposed by the SAA. The Association appears to have dealt with our proposals in a
somewhat off-hand manner, and it is with respect to this that Council has recently written to them.
Included with this letter were some further suggested amendments to the standard.
Federal Council has also agreed in principle to the formation of an Australian Geoscience
Council, following an approach by the Geological Society of Australia, and circulation of the
proposal to all branches. This council would be made up of representatives from organizations
concerned with geology, minerals and all the earth sciences. A similar council operates
successfully in Canada. Article 2 of the proposed constitution states "The purpose of the Council
is to foster close relations between earth science learned societies and professional associations
in Australia, and to take concerted action for promoting the sciences related to the earth and the
use thereof, in the best interests of both the constituent organizations and the Australian nation
as a whole". Further advise on this matter is awaited with interest.
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At its 107th meeting, your Council raised the fees in response to a proposal from the Federal
Treasurer. This was the first time such action had been taken for many years. I personally felt
that our fees had been too low for too long, and strongly supported a larger rise than that which
eventuated. If the Society is to move forward as a viable organization and undertake more
projects of value to its members and to soil science generally, Federal Council must have
greater assets and liquidity to back them. Our fees pale into insignificance compared with those
of other professional societies. I hope the next Council will take another look at this matter and
perhaps institute a more regular review of the Society's finances. Every two years would seem
logical.
On a brighter note, our Publications Committee has come up with a proposal to launch another
book, following the success of "Soil Factors in Crop Production in a Semi-arid Environment".
The tentative title at this early stage is "Australian Soils and the Impact of M a n " , and its
objectives will be to illustrate the interaction of soils and society in a range of Australian situations.
However, much work has to be done by a large number of people before such a publication
will be on our bookshelves. I would like to congratulate the committee on their initiative in
moving towards another major objective for the Society.
My very best wishes go out at this time to all members and their families for Festive Season.
1980 will be an important year for the Society and I sincerely hope it will also be one of personal
fulfilment for all members.
PETER CHARM AN,
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President.

1978 J. A. PRESCOTT MEDAL WINNER
MR. J . K. TAYLOR
The J. A. Prescott Medal of Soil Science is an award made annually to a person who has
made an outstanding contribution to soil science.
All members of the Society, I am sure, would wish to record their congratulations to J.K., as he is
affectionately known.
The Medal was presented to
John K. Taylor on 29
November, 1978 at a dinner
in Adelaide arranged by the
South Australian Branch of
the Society. Forty-five
members and friends,
including the Federal
President, Mr. Peter Charman,
and previous recipients of the
Medal, Dr. T. Marshall
and Professor J . Quirk,
attended the function.
Dr. Marshall and Professor
Quirk contributed short
speeches and Peter Charman
made the presentation to an
appreciative J. K. Taylor.

•i

J. K. Taylor, the 1978 Prescott Medal winner, pictured
presentation function with Dr. T. J. Marshall.

at his

The occasion brought
together, not for the first time,
three former Chiefs of the
Division of Soils, as well as
the present incumbent,
Dr. A. E. Martin.
John Taylor is distinguished
as the pioneer of field studies
of Australian soils, being
the first to undertake
detailed soil surveys. His
specialty was the soils of
areas irrigated from the
Murray-Darling river system,
from the swamps of the
Lower Murray to the
Murrumbidgee irrigation
areas near Griffith.

In addition, he trained many people, supervised their field activities and influenced the
standard of written reports.
Considerable growth of the CSIRO Division of Soils took place in the period (1949-63) when
Mr. Taylor was Chief of the Division. This particularly included the development of work in soil
mineralogy and micropedology and the expansion of regional groups in Western Australia,
Queensland, A.C.T., and Tasmania.
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As well, he made significant contributions towards developing a professional soil science
fraternity in that he promoted the holding of Australian Conferences in Soil Science, the
formation of the Australian Soil Science Society, the establishment of the Australian Journal of
Soil Research, and the call for the 9th International Soil Science Congress held in Adelaide in
1968.
Mr. Taylor has continued his involvement with field studies in the time since his retirement from
CSIRO. In particular, he has worked for the South Australian Department of Mines on the
soils of metropolitan Adelaide.
This year his achievements were recognised when he was awarded an O.B.E. in the Queen's
Birthday Honours List. This gave both he and his colleagues considerable pleasure as the
citation referred particularly to his efforts in the advancement of soil science in Australia.
Postscript. The 1979 winner of the Medal is Professor N. CoMis-George. More information on the
presentation and the recipient will appear in the next issue.
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RETIREMENT
G. D. Hubble, Senior Pedologist
CSIRO Division of Soils
George Hubble, senior pedologist with the CSIRO Division of Soils, Brisbane, retired on 24th
November, 1978 after 42 years of service to soil science in southern Australia and Queensland.
George joined the Division of Soils in 1936 to work in the Mildura and Red Cliffs irrigation areas
of the Murray Valley, where he was to follow on from the earlier surveys of J . K. Taylor.
In 1939 he was seconded to the then Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock to examine
and map the soils of the Theodore and Gibbergunyal irrigation areas.
After a spell with the RAAF
he moved to Tasmania to
make soil surveys and land
use recommendations for
areas selected by the
Tasmanian Government for
post-war land settlement.
These included Waterhouse
Estate on the north-east coast,
the swamps of the north-west
near Smithton, and areas in
the Derwent River Valley, the
Launceston Basin and on
King Island. These surveys
virtually covered the full
range of Tasmanian soils.

• ffiS

George Hubble proudly displaying the plaque presenetd
him by his CSIRO colleagues on his retirement.

to

In 1948 he came to Brisbane
as Regional Soils Officer in
the newly formed CSIR Plant
and Soils Laboratory.
The first objective of the soils
work was to examine the soils
of the Lower Burdekin Valley
and assess their potential
for irrigation; the second was
to build up information on
the soils of Queensland,
particularly in areas where
other CSIRO research was
being conducted.
Over the years since his
appointment to Brisbane
George travelled extensively,
examining the soils of the
state and supervising
several studies of soil
distribution and land use
made by junior colleagues.

In the process, he acquired an unexcelled knowledge of the soils of Queensland, particularly those
to north, in the Tropic of Capricorn, and, in 1960, compiled the first soil map of the state.
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His main research interests have been in soil distribution, classification and genesis, gilgai form
and development, soil salinity and land use. These have allowed him to contribute some forty
publications and many conference papers. As well, he made major contributions to the books,
"Handbook of Australian Soil" and "A Description of Australian Soils".
George has built a reputation for high standards and meticulous attention to detail in soil
examination which, together with his extensive knowledge of soils, has influenced many
scientists in different areas of soil research. He has contributed to the international standing
of Australian pedology through his publications, his involvement in numerous excursions for
Australian and overseas scientists and his two visits to North America and Europe in which
he examined their soils.
George is a foundation member and a strong advocate for the Australian Society of Soil Science.
He was the first president of the Queensland Branch (1956-58), president of the Society
(1968-70), and Convener of the Monograph Committee (1976-78).
In retirement he is spending increasingly more time on the Sunshine Coast, north of Brisbane,
but intends to complete a few more papers for publication. He has been appointed an Honorary
Research Fellow with the Division of Soils for 1979 and retains an office at Cunningham
Laboratory, St. Lucia, Brisbane.
I am sure all member of the Society wish George health and happiness in his retirement.
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ISSS ITEMS
Second Workshop on Information Systems for Soil and Related Data
A conference of the above title will be held in Canberra, February 19-21, 1980 at the Australian
National University under the auspices of the Working Group of Commission V of the
International Society of Soil Science. Further information is available from Dr. A. W. Moore,
CSIRO Division of Soils, Brisbane.

Change of ISSS Secretariat
The ASSS has been informed that the newly elected Secretary General of ISSS, Dr. W. G.
Sombroek has assumed office and that this address is: Director, international Soil Museum,
P.O. Box 353, Wageningen 6140, The Netherlands. The new Treasurer being Dr. D. Gabriels, whose
address is: University of Gent, Coupure Links 5333, B 9000 Gent, Belgium (Bank account No.
390.0440957.50, Bank Brussels Lambert, Martelaarslaan, B 9000, Gent, Belgium).

Availability of Local ISSS Funds
Dr. W. W. Emerson had written to Federal Council asking that it be noted in the minutes that a
small surplus was available for future ISSS meetings in Australia, as a result of the Commission I
Meeting held in Adelaide in August, 1976.
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FEDERAL COUNCIL NEWS
Collaborative Soil Conservation Study
An abstract of the report of the Standing Committee on Soil Conservation containing the
Committee's recommendations to the Minister of National Development has been sent to all
Branches. All Branches endorsed the President's proposal that the Society support the Committee's
proposals by writing to the Minister for National Development.
The Hon. K. Newman, Minister for National Development, has made a statement to Parliament, as
mentioned in his letter to the President, indicating that the Federal Government was moving
towards a joint Federal-State programme with rolling funding to be provided from both Federal
and State Governments.
Rural Credits Development Fund
The Secretary of the Rural Credits Development Fund has written to the President informing him
that the Fund could not grant any money to the Society for the purposes of holding an
" i n - p e r s o n " meeting of Federal Council.
Report of the National Conference Committee
Since the 107th Federal Council Meeting, Conference Circular No. 3 has been released. This went
out in August and gives full details on the Conference; the cost of registration; fares and the
excursion; the names of the review speakers and their topics; and information regarding
submission and format of abstracts.
An attractive coloured poster advertising the Conference and inviting contributions has been
produced and widely circulated in Australia. This has resulted in a number of enquiries from
people who are not members of the Society. Some posters were also sent to New Zealand
and Papua New Guinea. Enquiries from overseas have been received from India, the Philippines,
Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, U.S.A. and Malaysia.
The Victorian Branch reopened the issue of complete publication of Conference Papers. However,
the Conference Committee replied to them, setting out the reasons for publishing abstracts only
and stating that the matter had been exhaustively investigated by both the Executive and the
Conference Committee and the decision to publish abstracts only must stand.
An approach has been made to the N.S.W. Premier's Department for funds to publish the review
papers, and if possible, selected contributed papers. A reply is expected soon.
Circular No. 3 is reprinted further on for those who may have missed it, in the section
"Forthcoming Conferences".
Australian Publications in Soil Science
Professor J . P. Quirk has written to the President enclosing a letter he had received from
Mr. B. J . Walby, CSIRO, requesting provision for discussion on publications at the National
Conference, and that the CSIRO Publications Section might be able to explore current attitudes of
Australian Soil Scientists to existing Soil Science Publications in Australia. Professor Quirk urged
support for this request and a letter agreeing to set aside an appropriate period for such a
discussion was sent to Mr. Walby by the Conference Committee on the President's behalf.
Mr. Hawkins said that the invitation to the CSIRO Editor-in-Chief would be accommodated by
extending the final session to include a discussion about Soil Science Publications in Australia.
The third Conference Circular was not clear on two points — viz. that there would be a discussion
period at the end of the last session, and that there would be an imprint on the book of
abstracts restricting publication without the author's permission.
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Discontinuation of the $1.00 Rebate for Early Payment of Subscriptions
The S.A. Branch put forward this motion to assist in streamlining the administration of the Society,
since the majority of members were not paying their subscriptions early enough to qualify for
the rebate. There was also the problems of members paying after the cut-off date for a rebate but
deducting the rebate anyway, all of which added to the administrative problems of the Federal and
Branch Treasurers.
New South Wales, Riverina and A.C.T. felt that the rebate acted as an incentive to early payment
of subscriptions and that abolition would only make subscriptions even slower to collect.
The $1.00 rebate for payment of dues before the last day of September is discontinued.
Computerisation of Society's Address Records
The Treasurer put forward a proposal to computerise the addresses of members. The total
membership of the Society was now greater than 700 and any direct mailings to members
involved a huge task in addressing envelopes, this problem was also the case when sending
minutes to the various officers of Branches. The cost of setting up the card file would be
approximately $150 and each label when required would cost 3c. The Secretary supported the
Treasurer in this suggestion to Council, and pointed out that the computer card file would
remain in the Society's possession and could be updated and passed to subsequent Federal
Councils.
The Society's membership address records have now been transferred to Computer Card File.
Formation of an Australian Geoscience Council
The A.C.T., Qld., W.A. and S.A. Branches were in favour of the formation of an Australian
Geoscience Council along similar lines to the one in Canada. Other Branches were not opposed
but would like further information before committing the Society to join such a Council.
The Vice-President felt that this would be another avenue open to Soil Scientists to protect soil
systems from destructive encroachment.
The ASSSI agrees in principle to the formation of an Australian Geoscience Council.
Full details of the proposal received by Council, including a Constitution and By-laws, appears

below.
Statement of Accounts as at September 23, 1979
Interest

Bearing

General
Account
Receipts

Deposit

$
3,525.00

(Rural Bank)
Opening Balance
ASSSI subs.
ISSS subs.
1979
1980

909.46

$24.00
$10.00
$ 5.00

$39.00
Payments

A.C.T. Corporate Affairs
Commissioner
$ 2.00

37.00
Closing Balance
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$946.46

National

Conference
Receipts

Poster—printing
—design
—postage
Science House —
June and July
August

Payments

Special Monograph
Receipts
Payments

Opening Balance
Advance from Special Monograph Account
Bank Interest

Account

$110.40
$ 80.00
$ 35.60
$31.26
$539.47

Account

449.54
493.86
1.21
$944.61

Closing Balance

Opening Balance

$147.88

993.86

NIL
Transfer to National
Conference Account

$493.86
Closing Balance

$500.00

Publications Committee — Australian Society of Soil Science
This Committee was set up last year by Federal Council and consists of myself, Dr. R. R. Storrier
and Dr. C. L. Watson. The geographic separation of the Committee members has meant that the
Committee has not been able to meet in person so far. Nevertheless, progress has been made
with communication by correspondence.
The Committee has discussed the role of the Society in publication and foresees the possibility
of a range of material being published. This would include books such as the recent monograph
on special aspects of soil science, as well as material with more general appeal. It is also
likely that specialist Conference proceedings would also be published.
There are several constraints in publication. The first of these is financial, and the high cost
of publishing specialist material is a very real limitation here. The second constraint is the need
to limit publications to items of a high standard which are well produced. A third constraint
may be the lack of willingness of people to contribute to a joint venture.
However, the Committee has decided to
of a second book. Such a venture would
Publication of a book of a high standard
scientific community. Hopefully it should
such a book.

propose that the Society proceed with the publication
be within the financial capability of the Society.
would help to keep the name of the Society before the
not be too difficult to get scientists to contribute to

Details are as follows:
Title — The broad title of "Australian Soils and the Impact of M a n " is suggested.
Objectives — The objectives of the book would be to illustrate the interaction of soils and
society using a range of Australian illustrations.
Audience — The aim would be to simultaneously reach a fairly wide body of students and
professional workers in soils and related fields. The book would be written at the technical level
appropriate to tertiary level students. While there should be discussion of principles it is most
important that the book is attractively written with a high proportion of figures, maps and
tables. Readability is an important factor in the selection of books for teaching purposes,
particularly for senior secondary school programs but also for tertiary students.
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Structure — This would need further consideration and is related to authors, but a series of
possible chapters or grouping of chapters might be.
1.

Major Australian soil ecosystems

2.

Historical aspects of European settlement

3.

Impact of agriculture on soils
a. Land clearing
b. Cultivation
c. Fertilization
d. Pasture development
northern
southern
e. Irrigation
f. Pesticide application
g. Grazing
h. Burning
i.

4.

Conservation practices

Impact of forestry on soils
a. Exotic forests
b. Management of native forest
c. Burning

5.

Impact of urbanization of soils
a. Encroachment on fertile soils
b. Effect of unstable land systems
c. Aspects of soils in relation to buildings

6.

Impact of mining on soils
a. Strip mining
b. Sand mining

The main emphasis of the book would be man's impact on the soil. The initial section, however,
would indicate the status of soils in the major ecosystems.
The above outline is tentative only, and if the proposal is agreed to, the question of chapters
and authors would need to be discussed in detail, preferably at an in-person meeting of the
Committee.
Editor(s) — The two other members of the Committee have suggested myself as editor, possibly
with assistance from a co-editor. I am willing to do the job but if Federal Council has
someone else in mind I would be quite happy to stand aside. I have no immediate suggestions
for a co-editor as yet.
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Authors — Selection of authors is a sensitive matter. In the last monograph the structure of the
book was decided and then six or so senior Australian soil scientists were asked for their
suggestions for authors. With the Committee's own ideas, a short list was then drawn up and,
people approached confidentially. An attempt to keep a geographic spread plus a mix of
organisations was made. Some short listed people declined and some areas were very difficult
to fill. This is likely to be the experience with any book.
It is suggested that a similar arrangement be made with the present book although suggestions for
likely authors from Federal Council could be a useful input.
Business arrangements
— A similar arrangement to the last book when the Committee carried out
these matters, with the concurrence of Federal Council, would appear to be satisfactory.
Funds for publication will probably be required from Federal Council as before.
This is a broad outline of the Committee's proposals and it is submitted for discussion by
Federal Council.
J. S. RUSSELL
Convener, Publications

Committee,

ASSS.

PUBLICATION MEDAL AWARD CONDITIONS
The Federal Council of the Australian Society of Soil Science has recently instituted the award of
a Publications Medal. The first award will be made in 1979 and nominations are now invited
for the 1980 award.
1. The award will be based on work having been carried out in Australia.
2. The award will be given for a publications on any subject of soil research as currently
defined in the Australian Journal of Soil Research.
3.

Publications on which the award is based, should carry a date of receipt not later than the
candidate's 34th birthday and applicants should be under 35 on the first day of January
of the year of the award.

4.

Publications may include those under joint authorship. However, in this case the candidate
normally should be the senior author.

5. Applications for the award may be made by either the candidate himself/herself or on the
candidate's behalf by a member of the Society.
6. The candidate need not be a member of the Society.
7. Applicants may suggest the names of up to two referees on whom the Society may call.
Three copies of all applications are to be submitted before February 28, 1980 to the Honorary
Federal Secretary, Australian Society of Soil Science, Department of Soil Science, University of
Sydney, N.S.W. 2006.
The deadline for this first award is later than normal because of the lateness of publishing issue
44. Normally applications should be lodged before December 3 1 , of each calendar year.
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AUSTRALIAN GEOSCIENCE COUNCIL —
A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH
Background Information
1. There is widespread concern that there is no comprehensive national geoscience policy in
Australia. Given the vital contribution that geoscientific studies make to many sectors of the
economic and social structure of the nation — the discovery of mineral, energy and
groundwater resources; land use and environmental matters; construction projects — the lack
of policy has serious implications for both geoscientists and the nation as a whole.
The geoscience community is poorly organized as a group; consequently it is poorly
represented in the governmental policy decisions that affect geoscientists as well as all
Australians.
2.

Discussions have been proceeding for some time on means to remedy the situation.
At the invitation of the Geological Society of Australia representatives of a number of
Australian earth science societies met in Melbourne on April 9th, 1979 to consider a
proposal to form an Australian Geoscience Council (AGC). A second meeting {attended also by
representatives of BbfiR and CSIRO) was held in Sydney on May 11th, 1979. As a result of these
discussions, a decision was made to proceed with a recommendation to Australian
geoscientific societies that an Australian Geoscience Council, composed of representatives of
the societies, be established.

3. The rationale for the decision to proceed with a recommendation to form an Australian
Geoscience Council lies in the belief that a geoscience council, if properly constituted, would
provide a forum for an exchange of views, ideas and philosophies between all geoscience
disciplines and all "estates" of geoscience (industry, government and university); the
proposed organization would facilitate this through providing a direct communication route
to the whole geoscience community through the member societies and make available
"special-interest" views from groups such as BMR, AMIC, Heads of University, and CAE earth
science departments which would have associate member status (see Appendix 1 for
Constitution and By-laws). The practical implications of promoting discussion and
co-operation between geoscientists of different technical and career persuasions are immense.
AGC would give an opportunity to form a unified policy position on matters as diverse as
competing land-use (e.g. mining versus parks), nuclear-waste disposal, geoscience education,
and research and development priorities and requirements. The impact of statements on the
public, government or industry from an Australian Geoscience Council would carry considerable
weight and authority because the broadiy-based constitution of the Council would clearly
indicate that the Council would not be merely another special-interest (e.g. mining,
environmental) lobbying group.
4. The proposing committee has drawn heavily on the experience of the highly successful
Canadian Geoscience Council ,CGC) formed in 1972 to remedy a situation in Canada similar to
that in Australia today. (To assist in the discussions on the establishment of an Australian
Geoscience Council, the aims, organization and operation of the CGC are reviewed in
Appendix II).
5. The proposing committee is fully aware of the activities of ASTEC and its sub-committees, and
also of the various proposals contained in the recently-published ASTEC report "Science and
Technology in Australia 1977-78", in particular ". . . the appointment of a Geosciences and
Mineral Research Advisory Committee of AMEC . . .". This latter proposal is not regarded as an
appropriate alternative to an AGC by virtue of it being another appointed
body that
would not be representative of the geoscience community.
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6. The matter of funding has not been resolved but various possibilities are being investigated.
It is recognised that dues from member societies will be totally inadequate, particularly if an
annual report on the status of geoscience in Australia is to be published by the AGC.
Guiding Principles
1. An Australian Geoscience Council must represent all geoscientific disciplines, and all estates
of geoscience (i.e. government, industry and university); it must be perceived by government
and the public as a "non-sectarian" geoscientific body, and must therefore avoid direct
representation of government, industry and university interests.
2. An Australian Geoscience Council must be an independent elected body, responsible only to
itself and the geoscientific community; it must not be, nor appear to be, responsible to or
dependent on any government department or instrumentality.
Recommendations
An Australian Geoscience Council be established according to the proposed Constitution and
By-laws (see Appendix I) and that membership of the Australian Geoscience Council comprise:
(a) Representatives of geoscientific associations, societies or other bodies to be nominated by
their executive, and
(b) Non-voting representatives from such organizations as BMR, CSIRO, University Earth Science
Departments, Royal Societies, etc., who will have associate status*.
*Other organizations that could be considered for associate membership include the Academy
of Science, Academy of Technological Science, Chief Government Geologists Conference,
AMIC, AMIRA, APEA, AMF, ANZAAS, ACA, AMEC. These organisations will be informed of
progress in establishment of the AGC.

PROPOSED CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS FOR AN
AUSTRALIAN GEOSCIENCE COUNCIL
CONSTITUTION
Article 1 — Name
This Council shall be called the "Australian Geoscience Council" and shall be subtitled, for
purposes of clarification, "The Council of Earth Science Societies in Australia".
Article 2 — Purpose
The purpose of the Council is to foster close relations between earth science learned societies
and professional associations in Australia and to take concerted action for promoting the sciences
related to the earth and the use thereof, in the best interests of both the constituent
organizations and the Australian nation as a whole.
Article 3 — Membership
1. The Council shall consist of Member Societies satisfying the following conditions:
(a) Any Australian society concerned primarily with the earth sciences, which functions
nationally, and which is either a separate organization or a formally established
Australian branch or division of a larger Society,
(b) and which otherwise subscribes to the aims, objectives and responsibilities of the Council.
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2. The Council shall have the authority to invite geoscientific organizations (e.g. governmental
bodies, industrial organizations, Royal Societies) to join the Council as non-voting associate
members.
Article

4—

Management

The management of the Council shall be vested in the Executive Committee, consisting of a
President, a Vice-President, a Past-President, Treasurer, a Secretary and an Executive Member,
plus other members that the Council may, from time to time, designate.
Article

5—

By-Laws

The By-laws of the Council, as appended below are hereby adopted and may be amended as
provided in the By-laws.
Article

6—

Amendments

Amendments to this Constitution shall be proposed by the Representatives of at least three of
the Member Societies or by the Executive Committee of Council. Proposals may be adopted
at any properly constituted meeting of the Council by a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the
Representatives of the Member Societies. Notice of any proposed amendment shall be
transmitted by Registered Mail to each Representative at least 30 days prior to the date of the
meeting at which it is intended the amendment will be made.
Article

7 — Autonomy

of Member

Societies

Nothing in this Constitution shall imply authority by the Council over the corporate affairs of a
Member Society, which shall continue to function as an autonomous body in accordance with its
Constitution, Charter, Articles of Incorporation or related document.
Article

8—

Dissolution

The Council may be dissolved according to the regulations embodied in the Companies Act.
After payment of all just debts and obligations, Council shall distribute all of its remaining
assets to non-profit organizations serving the earth sciences in Australia.

BY-LAWS
Article

1—

Objectives

The objectives of the organization shall be as follows:
1. To promote co-ordination and co-operation in activities of Australian geoscientific societies.
2. To develop and disseminate to governments, industry and other bodies informed and collective
opinions on matters of science policy involving earth sciences and their practical applications.
3. To promote the development of earth science education in Australia at all levels.
4. To provide an informed opinion to the people of Australia on matters of public concern
relating to the earth sciences by developing channels of communication with the news and
other information services.
5. To support efforts to provide the Australian public with a greater appreciation of the economic
and cultural values of the earth sciences.
6. To provide liaison with other scientific and professional societies in Australia.
7. To serve the community of earth scientists in Australia in whatever other ways the Council
shall determine from time to time to be expedient, but excluding regulatory roles in this matter.
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Article 2 — Membership

and

Representation

Section (a)

Member Societies with less than 500 voting members usually resident in Australia,
shall be entitled to one voting Representative; Member Societies with more than
500 such members shall be entitled to two voting Representatives.

Section (b)

Each Member Society shall appoint an Alternate Representative for each voting
Representative and in the absence of the latter, the Alternate Representative will
have full voting rights but will not be eligible for election as an officer of the
Council.

Section (c)

Notwithstanding the above, Member Societies may send an observer to any meeting
at Council.

Section (d)

Representatives designated by Member Societies shall be empowered to make
decisions on behalf of their Society.

Section (e)

Representatives shall be appointed for a term of two years. They may serve not
more than two consecutive terms.

Section (f)

Notwithstanding the above, any Member Society whose Representative is elected
to the Executive Committee shall be entitled to replace that person by another
Representative.

Article 3 —

Voting

Section (a)

A Member Society shall be allowed one vote for each Representative allowed
under Article 2 of the By-laws.

Section (b)

Subject to Section (d) of this Article, a vote shall be invalid unless taken at a
meeting of the Council which has been properly constituted in accordance with
Article 4 of the By-laws.

Section (c)

Except as otherwise provided in these By-laws, and in the Constitution, a simple
majority vote of Representatives, and Alternate Representatives entitled to
vote, in attendance at a meeting of the Council, shall be sufficient to carry a
resolution.

Section (d)

Notwithstanding anything elsewhere contained in these By-laws, or in the
Constitution, a ballot sent by mail, telegram or telex may be employed in matters
of urgency as determined by the Executive Committee, except for amendments
to the Constitution or By-laws. In the former case, the votes of Representatives
responding shall have the same weight and effect as though these Representatives
had voted at a properly constituted meeting of the Council.

Article

4—

Meetings

Section (a)

The Council shall hold at least three meetings annually, one of which shall be
designated as the Annual Meeting. The Annual Meeting shall be held within three
(3) months of the end of the calendar year at a time and place to be determined
by the Executive Committee.

Section (b)

The following items of business shall be dealt with at the Annual Meeting:

1.

Minutes of the last Annual and any intervening general meetings.

2.

The annual report of the President.

3.

The annual report of the Secretary.

4.

The annual report of the Treasurer.

5.

The appointment of auditors.

6.

The election of new Member Societies.
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7.

The election or re-election of the officers.

8.

The setting of the assessment of Member Societies for the ensuing year.

9.

Such other business as may be directed by the Executive Committee shall be
received and dealt with.

Section (c)

Notice of the Annual Meeting shall be mailed to the Member Societies and
Representatives at least 60 days before the meeting. Notice of regular meetings
shall be mailed to Member Societies and Representatives at least 20 days before
the meeting.

Section (d)

Notwithstanding the above, but in accordance with Article III, Section (d), Special
Meetings of the Council may be called by the Representatives of any three of
the Member Societies, or at the discretion of the President of the Council, at such
place and such time as deemed most expedient to the majority of the Representatives
in the light of the current situation.

Section (e)

One-third (1/3) of the Representatives including two members of the Executive
Committee shall constitute a quorum.

Article 5 — Officers
Section (a)

The officers of the Council shall consist of a President, a Past-President, a VicePresident, a Secretary, a Treasurer, an Executive Member, and any additional
Representative the Council may from time to time designate; these officers
collectively comprise the Executive Committee.

Section (b)

The Executive Committee shall have general management and control of the
affairs and finances of the Council, including but not restricted to, designation of
time and place of meetings and supervision of voting procedures including those
involving election of officers and the filling of vacancies on the Executive
Committee.

Section (c)

The President shall be the Chief Officer of the Council. He shall normally preside at
all meetings and, shall normally act as spokesman for the Council.

Section (d)

The Vice-President shall assist the President in his duties, and without restricting
the generality of the foregoing, shall preside at meetings of the Council in the
President's absence.

Section (e)

The Secretary shall keep the records of the Council. He shall be reponsible for
notifying members of meetings, recording and circulating all records of its
proceedings. He shall act as custodian of all property of the organisation.

Section (f)

The Treasurer shall administer the moneys of the Council under the direction of the
Executive Committee. He shall keep records of the receipts and disbursements
of funds of the Council. He shall deposit such funds in the name of the Council
in the custody of a bank or trust company designated for that purpose by council.
The Treasurer shall submit an annual report to the Council including a report
on all financial transactions during the preceding year and of the funds and
other assets in his custody at the close of the fiscal year.

Section (g)

If, for any reason, an Officer is unable to complete his term of office, his position
may be filled at any properly constituted meeting of the Council.

Article 6 — Powers of Council
Council may exercise such powers as are consistent with the purpose of the Constitution and
By-laws of the Council and in general accordance with the aims and objectives of the
Member Societies.
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Article

7 — Special

Committees

Special Committees may be created by Council from time to time for the purpose of
furthering its objectives.
Article

8—

Assessment

Member Societies shall be subject to an annual asessment to assist in financing the activities of the
Council. Such assessment shall be in direct proportion to the number of Representatives to which
a Member Society is entitled under Article 2 of the By-laws, and shall be determined each
year by a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of Council at the Annual Meeting.
Article

9 — Fiscal

Year

The fiscal year of the Council shall end with the close of business on the 31st day of
December of each year.
Article

10 —

Amendments

Amendments to the By-laws shall be proposed by the Representatives of at least three (3)
of the Member Societies or by the Executive Committee of Council. Proposals may be adopted
at any Council Meeting by a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote. Notice of any proposed amendment
shall be transmitted by Registered Mail to each Representative at least 30 days prior to the
date of the meeting at which it is intended the amendment will be made.

BACKGROUND

INFORMATION ON CANADIAN GEOSCIENCE COUNCIL

The following is mostly abstracted from correspondence and published information concerning
the CGC.
History
The Council grew out of a recommendation contained in a background study for the Science
Council of Canada published in 1971. There had previously been in existence since the late 1940s
a National Advisory Committee on Research in the Geological Sciences. This Committee was
appointed and sponsored by the Geological Survey of Canada and provided advice to the
Survey in directions of geological research and to some extent it watched over the Survey's
own grants-in-aid to research. This and other similar committee's were criticized in the Science
Council study as being inadequately representative of the breadth of the geosciences in the
country. It was also felt that there existed a wide scope for such a committee beyond the
provision of advice to government, specifically in various public education roles.
Furthermore it was felt that in order to achieve any success in the area of criticism of national
programmes in the earth sciences, this body should be independent of government.
The recommendation placed the responsibility for forming such a council on the earth science
societies. The Council was formed in February, 1972, and has operated continuously since that
time.
Membership
The CGC consists of nationally operating societies relating to the earth sciences and the only
voting members of the Council are the Representatives of the Member Societies. In the interest of
an even broader and more catholic representation, non-societal geoscience groups are
represented through an Associate Member category. Representatives of Associate Members play
a full part in all Council meetings and discussions, but do not have voting privileges.
Current membership is:
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Association of Exploration Geochemists, Canadian Section
Canadian Exploration Geophysical Society
Canadian Geophysical Union
Canadian Geotechnical Society
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
Canadian Society of Exploration

Geophysicists

Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists
Canadian Society of Soil Science
Canadian Well Logging Society
Geological Association of Canada
Mineralogical Association of Canada.
Associate members are:
National Research Council Associate Commitee on Geotechnical Research
Canadian Association of Geographers
Committee of Privinciai Geologists
Council of Chairmen of Earth Science Departments in Canada
Earth Physics Branch: Energy, Mines and Resources
Geological Survey of Canada; Energy, Mines and Resources
Royal Society of Canada; Earth Sciences Division.
Aims
The principal aims of the CGC are:
To promote co-operation amongst its members;
To provide advice to government agencies on geoscience policy and its implementation;
To promote geoscience education in Canada;
To provide informed opinion on matters of public concern relating to the earth sciences;
To publish periodical reviews and assessments of the health and activity of the science
and its subdisciplines;
To act as the National Committee with regard to Internationa! Geosciences.
The CGC publishes an Annua! Report describing and assessing the level and quality of
activity in the various subdisciplines of geoscience in the country. Special ad hoc committees are
formed from time to time to meet with Cabinet Ministers and senior civil servants at both
federal and provincial levels to explain Council's views on matters of public concern, and to press
for implementation of recommendations contained in the Annual Reports. The Council
also organizes and sponsors Workshops and Public Forums in fulfilment of its objectives.
Operation
Member societies with more than 1000 members have two voting representatives; those with less
than 1000 have one. Associate members have one non-voting representative. The Council
has also created various standing committees from time to time e.g. International Relations,
Manpower, Education, Parliamentary, Editorial, and the Chairmen of these are usually involved in
Council meetings. Although the operation outlined appears formal, the atmosphere in Council
activities is kept as open and informal at possible within the bounds of effectiveness.
Discussion of any matters is always open to all present, including guests from time to time, and
voting restrictions are usually forgotten when the time comes. The success of this lack of
formality resides in the open, frank and thorough discussion of al! contentious items such that by
the time a vote is called the group has already come to a strong majority consensus.
There have, of course, been disagreements from time to time but a vote has never been forced
on an issue where a clear consensus had not emerged.
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Funding
Member Societies pay dues according to a formula. At present, groups less than 1000 members
pay $100 plus 15c per member and groups with over 1000 members pay $200 plus 15c per member
with an upper limit of $500. The Executive is empowered to accept a lesser amount from
any society experiencing financial difficulties. Dues realize a little over $3000 a year. In addition
the CGC received an unrestricted sustaining grant of $5000 from the Geological Survey of
Canada and have a contract from them amounting to $4500 to prepare an annual report on the
status of geoscience in the country.
Production costs are borne separately by the Survey, so any surplus in contract funds accrues to
the Council. The Council has also for a number of years received a grant of $5000-$6000 from
the Canadian Geological Foundation specifically to support a programme of workshops organized
for earth science teachers in secondary schools. The Council is negotiating for certain
advisory service contracts which will enable it to broaden its financial base and lessen its
dependence on the Geological Survey. It survives by having no paid employees and no overhead.
Organizations involved indirectly (i.e. by employing a Council representative) support the
Council by way of travel expenses, secretarial services, etc., required by its representative.
The Council allows Executive members to claim travelling expenses when necessary. The ability
to meet together three or four times a year in all parts of the country is critical to the success
of the Council, but is facilitated by scheduling meetings to coincide with meetings of member
societies.
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FORTHCOMING

CONFERENCES

NATIONAL CONFERENCE — SYDNEY — 1980
The Australian Society of Soil Science has decided to hold a National Conference in Sydney in
May, 1980. Federal Council has engaged Sydney Science Centre, 35-43 Clarence Street,
Sydney to assist in the organization.
All correspondence
this address.

relating

to the Conference

should

CONFERENCE

be sent to the Conference

Secretary

at

DETAILS

Dates:

Monday, 19th May to Friday, 23rd May, 1980, inclusive.

Venues:

Conference on University of Sydney Campus and excursion to the west.

Packages:

Package tours will be arranged from all capital cities to include
accommodation and travel, or travel only.
Full details of costs will be set out in the registration
brochure due out in
January, 1980. However, the packages set out below are for guidance to possible
registrants. Should any variation be necessary due to fare increases these
should only be minimal.
B

A
Adelaide

$271.80

$293.80

Brisbane

220.40

242.40

Canberra

157.80

179.80

Darwin

530.00

552.00

Hobart (via Launceston)

259.00

281.00

Launceston

241.00

263.00

Melbourne

215.40

237.40

Perth

532.60

554.60

Townsville

357.40

379.40

These packages include airfare, coach transfers, four nights
(two standards of Sydney University Coleges — A and B).
Registration
Conference:

at

accommodation

As far as possible visiting delegates should register on the evening of Sunday,
18th May to ensure a prompt start to the Conference on the Monday.

Registration
Fee:

A registration fee of $65 per person, payable with registration in early 1980.
Registration fee will include morning and afternoon teas, a Conference Dinner,
a handbook of abstracts, and a volume of review papers.

Format:

As announced in the previous circular there will be six review sessions, one
per half-day, all but the last being followed by concurrent sessions of submitted
papers. Review topics and speakers are:
1.

Soil Genesis, Morphology and Classification:
Dr. P. H. Walker, CSIRO Division of Soils, Canberra, A.C.T.

2.

Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry:
Professor J . S. Waid, Microbiology Department, La Trobe University, Bundoora,
Victoria.
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3.

Soil/Plant Relations:
Dr. N. J . Barrow, CSIRO Division of Land Resources Management,
Wembley, W.A.

4. Soil Assessment for Land Use:
Mr. F. R. Gibbons, Soil Conservation Authority, Kew, Victoria.
5.

Soil Management and Amelioration:
Dr. J . Loveday, CSIRO Division of Soils, Canberra, A.C.T.

6. Soil Science in Australia's Future:
Chairman — Professor J . P. Quirk Waite Agricultural Research Institute,
University of Adelaide, S.A.
(a) Education and Employment of Soil Scientists in the Future:
Professor N. Collis-George, Department of Soil Science, University of
Sydney, N.S.W.
(b) Economics of Soil and Land Management in the Future:
Dr. B. Davidson, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of
Sydney, N.S.W.
(c) Soil and Land Use in the Future:
Professor C. W. Rose, School of Australian Environmental Studies,
Griffith University, Nathan, Queensland.
(d) Strategies for Soil Research:
Dr. A. E. Martin, CSIRO Division of Soils, Glen Osmond, S.A.
Excursion:

An optional excursion to the Central Western region of New South Wales will be
held on Thursday, 22nd and Friday 23rd May. Because of the large number of
participants expected, two groups will be formed. One will fly directly to
Orange on Thursday morning, stay overnight in Bathurst, and return by bus to
Sydney arriving Friday evening. The other group will travel by bus to Bathurst on
Thursday, stay overnight in Bathurst, and fly from Orange to Sydney on Friday
evening.
Sydney to Bathurst: A number of soil sites of general and specific interest will be
visited. These will reflect current research in the fields of pedology, forestry,
catchment hydrology, restoration of mining areas, and soil fertility and agronomy.
Bathursi-Orange-Manildra:
Sites of current interest to be visited will include soil
erosion studies in urban and agricultural areas, soil fertility, and cereal crop
agronomy.
The two-day field excursion to western New South Wales will cost $75.00 per
person; this includes coach fare, airfare, accommodation (twin share), breakfast
and dinner.

Papers:

* Deadline for abstracts of papers is 15th OCTOBER, 1979.
* The Conference is unrestricted in content and papers on any aspect of Soil
Science will be accepted.
* Papers may be presented orally or by poster but regardless of method of
presentation an abstract must be submitted by 15th October to:
Conference Secretary, Science Centre, 35-43 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
2000.
* Any queries concerning abstracts or any aspect of the Conference should be
directed to the above (tel. 02 29-7747).
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REMOTE SENSING AND SOIL SURVEY
INTERNATIONAL

SYMPOSIUM:

SPECIAL SHORT COURSE:

Soil Information Systems and
Remote Sensing and Soil Survey
3-6 June, 1980
Soil Applications of Digital Analysis
of Multispectral Data
12-16 May, 1980
Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL
Sponsorship

of

SYMPOSIUM

Symposium

This symposium is being sponsored by Commission V of the International Soil Science Society
(Working Group on Soil Information Systems, Working Group on Remote Sensing and Soil
Survey) and Purdue University (Laboratory for Aplications of Remote Sensing and the
Agricultural Experiment Station). The meeting is being organized in conjunction with the 1980
Purdue Symposium on "Machine-Processing of Remotely Sensed Data".
Call for Symposium

Papers

Soil Scientists are invited to contribute research results in the general areas:
— remote sensing and soil survey;
— soil information systems.
Other subjects to be considered in "Machine-Processing of Remotely Sensed Data" include:
— crop inventory and yield predictions;
— data analysis;
— forestry applications;
— geology, hydrology applications.
Two types of papers will be accepted. Authors wishing to contribute long papers should submit a
1000 word summary by 1 November, 1979. Selection will be made by a committee of scientists on
the basis of originality, usefulness to others in the field, and clarity of presentation.
Short papers will be selected on the basis of a one-page double-spaced typewritten abstract
which must be received by 1 February, 1980.
Four copies of a 1000 word summary of short paper abstract should be sent to:
Prof. Marion F. Baumgardner
LARS, 1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47906, U.S.A.
Language
Because of budget constraints the official language for both oral presentations and printed
proceedings will be English.
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SPECIAL SHORT

COURSE

West Lafayette, Ind. — Purdue University's Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing has
scheduled its annual short course, "Advanced Topics in the Analysis of Remote Sensing Data",
for May 12-16, 1980.
The short course is intended for individuals who are concerned with numerical analysis of
remote sensing data and who have already acquired knowledge of and experience with the
fundamentals of quantitative remote sensing.
The five-day course begins with a brief review of the fundamental concepts of statistical
analysis, pattern recognition and other numerical-analysis techniques for remote sensing.
The first day of the course also contains special emphasis on recent developments in dataprocessing methods. Included is discussion of radiometric and geometric correction and a look at
new developments in data overlay.
On the second day of the course, attention will focus on methods for multitemporal and multisource
data analysis. Topics include layered classifiers, cascade classifiers and change detection.
The third day will be devoted to image-enhancement methods and systems. Analysis using
spatial features will also be discussed. The fourth day of the course will cover advanced methods
for classifier design.
On the day, class members will look at applications of advanced numerical-analysis
techniques such as are used to assess agriculture and forestry resources.
Course co-ordinator and principal instructor is Phillip H. Swain, electrical-engineering professor.
Other instructors include Roger M. Hoffer, professor of forestry; David A. Landgrebe, electricalengineering professor and director of LARS; and Clare D. McGillem, electrical-engineering
professor.
Also included are Paul E. Anuta, research engineer in electrical engineering, and Marilyn M.
Hixson, research statistician in crop inventory systems research. The instructors for the short
course are all Purdue staff members.
Registration fee for the course is $595 and includes course materials, coffee breaks and a
get-acquainted luncheon. Other meais and lodging are not included. Registration deadline is
April 30, 1980.
For more information contact Phillip H. Swain, Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing,
1220 Potter Drive, West Lafayette, Ind. 47906. The telephone number there is (317)749 2052.
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INTERNATIONAL
WORKING-MEETING ON
SOIL MICROMORPHOLOGY
Meeting of Sub-Commission
Internationa! Society of Soif
London,
England

of the
Science

August 17-21, 1981
Structure

of

Meeting

This meeting is under the direction of the newly formed ISSS Sub-Commission on Soil
Micromorphology. It will consist of keynote papers by invited speakers on selected themes,
extended discussion of each theme, poster sessions, facilities for discussion of personal thin
sections/photomicrographs, exhibition of apparatus and midweek and post-Meeting excursions to
England and Wales and to Scotland. All sessions will be plenary.
Themes
1. The optical microscope and other techniques.
2.

Organic matter.

3. Soil processes and experimental pedology.
4.

Diagnostic horizons.

5. Applications in agriculture.
6. Applications in other fields.
For further information, write t o :

Dr. P. Bullock,
Secretary General, I.W.M.S.M.
Soil Survey of England and Wales,
Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden,
Herts, AL5 2JQ,
ENGLAND.

7th INTERNATIONAL CLAY CONFERENCE
International

Association
Italy (Bologna
September

for the Study of Clays
and Pavia)
6-12, 1981

The Conference will cover all aspects of clay mineralogy (crystal chemistry and structure,
colloidal properties, surface chemistry and interactions, geology and geochemistry, genesis and
synthesis, applied clay mineralogy) and investigational techniques.
Seminars and round tables are planned on the topics:
Amorphous components of soils and sediments.
Colour of soils and sediments.
Weathering sequences: present, recent and ancient.
Definition of the nomenclature of mica-clay minerals (iliite, hydromica, illidromica, etc.).
The working language will be English.
Further details can be obtained f r o m :

Prof. Fernando Veniale
7th International Clay Conference
C / - Instituto Mineralogia Petrografia-Universita
via Bassi, 4-27100 Pavia
Italy.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARIDIC SOILS —
PROPERTIES, GENESIS AND MANAGEMENT
March 29-April 4, 1981
This conference is being hosted by the Israel Society of Soil Science and constitutes a meeting
of Commissions V and VI of the ISSS.
The Conference will comprise sessions and contributed papers, introduced by invited speakers.
Poster sessions will also be held. During a five-day field excursion we shall be able to examine
the most important aridic soils of Judea and the Negev deserts and to see the recent
management and land use as practised and developed in these areas. Specific interest groups
will also be able to hold meetings during and aftter the Conference. Tours to visit holy sites and
places of archaelogical and biblical interest will be offered as well.
Further information:

Secretariat
P.O. Box 3054
Tel Aviv
Israel.
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PRESERVATION OF SOIL REFERENCE SITES
In today's rapidly developing and changing
importance to us all. Below is a re-printing
Branch's Annual General Meeting of June,
are informed on these activities (difficulties!)
1.

world, the preservation of soil reference sites is of
of the N.S.W. Branch Sub-Committee report to that
1979. It is included so that other State Branches
in New South Wales.

At a General Meeting of the Society, held on 15/9/1978, a motion was passed that a
Sub-Committee be formed to investigate soil reference sites in New South Wales.

2. The Sub-Committee comprised the existing President, a University representative
(Dr. G. Scholz), a Department of Agriculture representative (Mr. C. Hawkins), and a Soil
Conservation Service representative (Mr. P. Charman).
3. The Sub-Committee has met on one occasion since its inception; on Friday, 15th June, 1979.
4. The Agenda discussed at the meeting included:
(i) Consideration of the Lease Document for the Prospect Soil Reference Site;
(ii) Maintenance requirements and the need for further scientific work at the Prospect Site;
(iii) Consideration of new Soil Reference Sites for New South Wales.
5.

Lease Document — Prospect Site
(a)

A revised Lease Document for the Prospect Site was not received from Metropolitan Water,
Sewerage and Drainage Board until 15/5/1979. Amendments suggested by the Secretary
have all been incorporated into the Lease except that there still appears to be one
error, in Section 8 of the Lease.

(b)

It is important that Society members be aware of Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the Lease.

(c)

Section 5 of the Lease states that the Society must enter into a Public Risk Insurance
Cover for the leased area, so that the Licensor is at all times indemnified against any
aims.

**

Action required on Agenda Item 1:
(i) Lease Document to be amended (i.e. Clause 8) and then signed by office-bearers of
the Society.
(ii) Public Risk Insurance Cover to be entered into by the Society — copy to be
forwarded to Metropolitan Water, Sewerage and Drainage Board.

6. Maintenance Requirements — Prospect Site
(a)

A visit to the Site by the Sub-Committee was arranged for Friday, 22nd June.

(b)

An inspection of the current state of the Site is considered essential prior to the signing
of the Lease Document.

(c)

The Brochure (Draft Copy) on the Site requires amendment, and then reprinting, to enable
distribution to interested members and visiting parties.

**

Action required on Agenda Item 2:
(i) Visit to the Site to inspect current condition.
(ii) Reprinting of Brochure and Distribution — N.S.W. Department of Agriculture is to
arrange re-printing of approximately 1000 copies — following amendment of Draft
Brochure.
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(d)

The Sub-Committee ratified the following Procedure to be adopted by persons wanting to
visit the Site:
(i) Telephone Secretary of Society.
(ii) Secretary to arrange visit with Metropolitan Water, Sewerage and Drainage Board
Site Engineer (Mr. Petrie).
(iii) Secretary to confirm visit and forward Brochures to visiting Party.
(iv) Secretary to remind visitors of conditions of Lease.
(v) Visiting Party is to be responsible for all clean-up on that day.

7.

New Soil Reference Sites for New South Wales
(a)

The Sub-Committee, at this stage, decided to consider only those probable sites in
Central and Northern New South Wales. They were of the opinion that the A.C.T. Branch
and the Riverina Branch would be able to adequately cover any possible Soil Reference
Sites in Southern New South Wales.

(b)

In accordance with the guidelines laid down by the Federal Standing Committee for
Reference Soils (see Soils News No. 42, Pages 36-49), it was decided to first of all
concentrate on probable threatened sites; i.e. soils threatened by destruction from urban or
agricultural development.
Three such soils were discussed:
(1)

Coastal Podzols

in Sydney Region —

• No suitable sites could be suggested, except probably within the Myall Lakes
National Park.
• Suggestions from Society members would be most welcome for this category.
(2)

Laterite

Profiles

in the Sydney Region—

• No suitable sites could be suggested except probably within Kuring-gai Chase
National Park.
• Suggestions from Society members would also be most welcome.
(3)

Prairie

Soils

in the Hawkesbury River Basin —

• A suitable site suggestion was the Hawkesbury Agricultural College River Farm.
Farm.
• An approach will be made to the Principal, Hawkesbury Agricultural College, to
determine whether a Reservation or Reference Site is possible.
(c)

Other Sites in Central and Northern New South Wales
Other sites discussed are relatively more easy to preserve as suitable profiles are present
on SCS Research Centres and on Department of Agriculture Research Stations. Those
suggested include:
(1)

Krasnozem

(Lismore)

• Site available in relatively undisturbed condition at Wollongbar/Pierces Creek/
Alstonville complex of N.S.W. Department of Agriculture.
• An approach is to be made to the Department regarding the possibility of
reservation of a suitable site.
(Dr. Higginson/Mr. Hawkins).
(2) Ailuvials
m

(Inland)

Prior Stream sequences, etc. Trangie Agricultural Research Station was suggested
as a suitable possibility.

• An approach is to be made to the Department regarding the possibility of
reservation of a suitable site.
(Dr. Higginson/Mr. Hawkins).
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(3) Black Earth (Gunnedah)
m On Gunnedah SCS Centre.
(Mr. Charman).
(4) Invereli Catena
m Euchrozem to Black Earth Catena on hill slope at Invereli SCS Research Centre.
(Mr. Charman).
(5) Red Soils of New South Wales Wheat Belt
• Wellington SCS Research Centre.
(Mr. Charman).
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RACI SYMPOSIUM
Colloids in Soils — Principles and Practice
On 27-28 September, 1979 the Division of Colloid and Surface Chemistry of the Royal Australian
Chemical Institute organised a symposium on the theme "Colloids in Soils — Principles and
Practice". It was held at the Waite Agricultural Research Institute in Adelaide, South Australia
and was attended by more than fifty delegates from all over Australia, representing government,
industry, CSIRO, universities and colleges.
The impetus for the meeting arose out of the Divisions strong interests in soils and its awareness
that many important problems and processes involve interfacial phenomena.
The papers presented at the symposium have been edited and a paperback edition of the
proceedings produced. By reviewing most of the important areas of research in soil colloids,
this booklet will prove valuable, both as an official record of the symposium and as a source of
reference material for people involved in all areas of soils research.
The authors and the topic reviews in the booklet are as follows:
Chapter 1 Mineralogy and Properties of Soil Colloids
Chapter 2

Models for the Electrochemical Properties of Oxides, Clays and
Organic Colloids

K. Norrish
R. O. James

Chapter 3

Colloid Properties of Soil Organic Matter

Chapter 4

Inter-particle Bonding in Soil Colloids

W. W. Emerson

Chapter 5

Clay-Organic interactions

B. K. G. Theng

Chapter 6

Interaction of Metal Ion Species with Clays

A. M. Posner

J. M. Oades

Copies of the booklet are available at a price of $12, including postage, from RACI Headquarters,
191 Royal Parade, Parkville, Victoria 3052 (cheques payable to "RACI Colloids").
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BRANCH ACTIVITIES

Conference Activities
Australian

Capital

Territory

Branch

In October, 1978, A.C.T. Branch of the Society convened a very successful one-day colloquium on
"Soils and Human Interaction on the Southern Tablelands". It attracted almost 100 participants
with strong representation from tertiary institutions and local Authorities. Following a presentation
of the soils and geology of the region by Dr. P. H. Walker and R. H. Gunn, speakers in turn
looked at the impact of agriculture (R. Wagner and G. J . Hamilton), the impact of forestry
(Drs. R. J. Raison and T. Talsma) and the impact of urbanisation (J. Dickie and G. A. O'Meara).
The speakers demonstrated some of the soil changes, often deleterious, due to man's activities.
For example, many of us were not aware how poor design in Canberra's urban area can lead to
serious soil erosion by rainfall, especially in the construction stages.
On the following day an excursion looked at some of the problems, including recent urban
development in Tuggeranong, the Kowen pine forest, and erosion and secondary saiinisation of
areas north of Braidwood. We thank R. H. Gunn for the organization, maps, etc.

Riverina

Branch

Riverina Branch of the Society organized the fifth Tri-Branch Conference of the series held
between the A.C.T., New South Wales and Riverina Branches. This conference had as its theme
"Recent Advances in Soil S c i e n c e " . It was held at Yanco Agricultural College and Research
Centre on May 9-11, 1979.
Abstracts of the papers presented at this gathering are published further on in this issue.
As well, the Riverina Branch organized a conference on "Aoelian Landscapes in the Semi-Arid
Zone of South-East Australia" w h i c h was held at Mildura on 17-19 October, 1979. The organizers
of this meeting were successful in obtaining invited papers reviewing the major topics, which
in general covered the current state of knowledge on the origin, formation, characteristics,
land use and management of these lands in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.
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Branch Meetings

Australian

Capital Territory

Branch

The average attendance at meetings during the year was 39. Most meetings provoked interested
and sometimes spirited discussion. Speakers and topics at the meetings not listed in Issue 43 of
SOILS NEWS were:
Mr. R. J. Crouch (Soil Conservation Service of New South Wales, Wagga) — "The Soil Factor in
Farm Dam Construction".
Dr. J . B. Passioura (CSIRO Division of Plant Industry) — "Plant Breeding for Efficient Use of Soil
Water".
Dr. N. O. Jones (School of Applied Science, CCAE) — "Soil Profile Characteristics and Surface
Run-off".
Mr. F. X. Dunin (CSIRO Division of Plant Industry) — "Strength and Limitations of the Neutron
Moisture Meter in Catchment Research".
Dr. B. E. Clothier (Plant Physiology Division DSIR, Palmerston, N.Z. and CSIRO Division of
Environmental Mechanics) — "Soil Water and Pasture Water Stress in a Fragiaqualf".
Mr. P. E. V. Charman, President of the Soil Science Society of Australia Inc. — "Research
Programs of the N.S.W. Soil Conservation Service".

New South Wales

Branch

On 15th September, 1978, a General Meeting of the Society was held at Sydney University.
Dr. Peter Searle of Sydney University addressed the meeting on " C r o p Production on Tropical
Soils". This encompassed a description of soils and agronomic techniques for a number of crops
in Hawaii, Malaysia, Papua-New Guinea and South America.
On 21st November, 1978, a Field Excursion of the Society was held in the Tamworth Region.
Messrs. A. Riddler and R. Lawrie of the New South Wales Department of Agriculture presented an
illustrated lecture and led an excursion on "Soil Pedogeomorphic Studies in the Tamworth
Region". This was to present results of a recent reconnaissance soil survey of the Peel River
Valley, completed by Messrs. Riddler and Lawrie.
On 28th November, 1978, another Field Excursion was held by the Society. This time, Messrs.
J. Bradley and I. Vimpany, Senior Chemists of the New South Wales Department of Agriculture,
demonstrated results of their research on "Pasture Field Trials and Soil Phosphorus Testing in
the Central Tablelands". This excursion was in the Bathurst/Blayney area.
On 19th March, 1979, a General Meeting of the Society was held at the University of Sydney.
Dr. W. H. Wischmeier, formerly of the U.S.D.A., addressed the meeting on "Soil Erosion and the
Universal Soil Loss Equation". Dr. Wischmeier was one of the authors of the USLE which is
now widely used throughout the United States of America as a predictive tool for soil
loss from agricultural landscapes.
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South Australian

Branch

A field day was held on 20 October, 1978 to examine the topic "Alternative Tillage Systems".
Some 40 members visited the experimental sites of Dr. Rovira at Avon (tillage systems vs. root
disease control), Dr. R. Fawcett and Mr. J . Schultz at Balaklava (tillage systems vs. costs and
production), Mr. I. Grierson at Roseworthy Agricultural College (tillage systems vs. weed control)
and Mr. P. Allen and Dr. E. Greacen at Turretfield Research Centre (tillage effects on insect
damage, and water balance). Lunch was enjoyed at the Roseworthy Agricultural College and
accompanied by some fine college-made wine.

Western Australian

Branch

Mr. E. Herbert — "Catchment Diversity in the Dwellingup A r e a " , on 8 May, 1978.
Mr. G. Briggs — "The Behaviour of Pesticides in S o i l " , on 12 June, 1978.
Mr. D. McGhie — "Water Repellent Soils in Western Australia", on 7 August, 1977.
Mr. W. M. McArthur — Observation on Soil and Landform Management in Costal North A m e r i c a " ;
and
Mr. R. George — "Dryland Salinity on Northern U.S.A.", on 23 October.
Dr. F. J . Hingston, the retiring Branch President — " A Changing Scene in Soil Science. What of
the Future?" on 4 December.
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Personal Notes
South Australian

Branch

Dr. ft J. Swaby retired from his position as Assistant Chief of the Division of Soils on July 13, 1979.
We all wish him a " h a p p y retirement". Mr. G. D. Bowen has been appointed as the new Assistant
Chief.
Dr. K. G. Tiller left Australia in February, 1979 to work for some months with Prof. Bruminer at
Kiel University. He returns in January, 1980.
Dr. Roger Sands is working for 12 months at Colorado State University. He left Adelaide in
April, 1979 and returns in May, 1980 via Europe.
Dr. A. Rovira has just returned from Brazil where he undertook a consultancy for FAO.
Mr. G. D. Bowen attended a Mycorrhiza Conference at Fort Collins, Colorado in June and July, 1979
and a conference on Terrestrial Notrogen Cycle in Stockholm in September.
Mr. lain Grierson, Lecturer in Soil Science at Roseworthy Agricultural College, has recently left
Adelaide for two years to take up a position as a member of a South Australian agricultural
development team in Algeria.
Mr. Reg French, Chief, Division of Land Use and Protection, is in Tunisia undertaking a review of
Tunisian farming methods.
Mr. Chris Rudd, Senior Soils Officer, Nuriootpa, has recently returned from a visit to Canada,
U.S., U.K. and West Germany to study soil conservation procedures, dryland cropping, tillage
procedures, land use planning and land disposal of winery and piggery effluents.
In August, 1979 Professor J. P. Quirk, F.A.A. was elected to the Fellowship of the American Society
of Agronomy and Soil Science Society of America.
During October, 1978 Professor J. P. Quirk, Director of the Waite Agricultural Research Institute
received the degree of Doctor Honoris Causa in Agricultural Science from the University of
Louvain in Belgium.
He visited Malaysian Agricultural Research Development Institute, Kuala Lumpur for three weeks,
in October-November to advise on aspects of soil science and plant nutrition.
Dr. Tony Dexter, Department of Soil Science, Waite Agricultural Research Institute is on
study leave in the Soil Science Section, Wye College, Ashford, Kent, England working with
Dr. Gooderham on the influence of weathering on soils after tillage. He is also busy visiting
various centres in the U.K. and at Wageningen, Groningen and Delft for conferences on tillage.
He returns to Adelaide early in January.
Dr. Mike Braunack has returned to Adelaide after 10 months in the Department of Soil Science,
the University of Reading where he was working with Mr. Don Payne on the influence of
sample size and water content on rate of soil compaction, bulk density and strength. Mike was
supported by a Leverhulme Visiting Research Feilowship.
Dr. Robin Graham, Department of Agronomy, Waite Agricultural Research Institute attended the
"International Symposium on Trace Element Stress in Plants", November 7-9 in University of
California, Los Angeles and "trace element" laboratories in the Universities of Davis and Berkeley.
Mr. P. H. Nye, Reader in Soil Science, University of Oxford, England visited the Waite campus
during September and gave a Hannaford Memorial Lecture on "The development of ideas about
plant nutrient uptake from s o i l " and addressed t}he South Australian Branch of the Society of
Soil Science on "Factors controlling nutrient uptake by deficient plants from s o i l " .
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Western Australian

Branch

Branch members who attended the iSSS in Edmonton, Canada 1978 included Drs. F. J.
and A, J. Peck and Messrs. R. George, W. M. McArthur and T. Stoneman.

Hingston

The following branch members are doing postgraduate research in the Department of Soil Science
and Plant Nutrition of the University of Western Australia:
Mr. K. Asumadu — Pedogenesis of bauxitic laterites in south-western Australia with emphasis on
the weathering of quartz.
Mr. D. K. Glassford — Nature, origin and significance of the Late Cainozoic sediments and soils
in south-western Australia.
Mr. R. Lim-Nunez

— A mineralogical study of manganese compounds in soil.

Mr. D. A. McGhie

— Water repellent soils in Western Australia.

Mr. J. McGrath
Mr. Y. Mohiddin

— The zinc nutrition of Pinus

radiata.

— The effect of soil acidity on the uptake of nutrient in rice.

Mr. B. Palmer — a mineralogical chemical and biological assessment of calcined low grade
Christmas Island rock phosphate.
Mr. B. Radjagukguk
Mrs. G. S. P. Ritchie

— Comparative manganese nutrition of grain lupins.
— Size and shape of metal humate complexes.

Mr. W. P. Porter — Factors affecting the distribution and abundance of vesicular arbuscular
mycorrhizas.
Mr. M. P. Salema — Inoculum potential of Rhizobium applied in the field.
Mr. S. Siradz — Pedogenesis of bauxitic laterites in south-western Australia and the properties of
pisolitic gravels.
Mr. Peter Nye, reader in Soil Sciences of the University of Oxford, has been appointed
Commonwealth Professor in the Department of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition, University of
Western Australia. He will be there for six months from the end of March. Mr. Nye is well
known for his work in shifting cultivation in Africa. More recently he has concerned himself,
in particular, with the movement of nutrient ions to plant roots.
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SUMMARIES OF TALKS TO BRANCHES
" T H E RELEVANCE OF SOIL SURVEY IN LAND USE
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES"
(Mr. J. E. Coaldrake,

Queensland

Branch)

The short answer is " Y e s " . Soil surveys are relevant to these matters, but in a degree that varies
with type of planning or environmental study. In my experience in professional practice, the full
detail of a soil survey at the level of the So/7 Type is only needed in relation to planning for
the single farm unit or within it. The Soil Association or the type of soil information presented in
surveys of Land Systems is the more appropriate level of information. The "Atlas of Australia
Soils" is often sufficient. This raises the question of whether the primary effort in soil survey
work should be directed at these broader levels. The intense effort and high cost of more detailed
studies perhaps should follow on small areas where a need is shown.
There is a need to distinguish between soil surveys for legitimate purposes of research and
those for applied use. With the latter, the need is for less elaborate detail on "fertility"
parameters, and more on those concerned with behaviour of soils as engineering material.
In the use of soil survey data for planning there are severe constraints on how much of the data
can be incorporated. These constraints relate chiefly to mapping scales, the type of planning
(road and urban work deal largely with physical properties), limitations of time and costs, l e g a l /
administrative problems. Regulations that will be tested in court must be clear and simple.
Mr. J. E. Coaldrake is a member of the consulting firm of A. A. Heath and Partners and has
involved in the preparation
of several environmental
impact studies since leaving
CSIRO.

"THE AGRONOMY

OF DRYLAND

(Dr. C. Campbell,

been

WHEAT PRODUCTION IN C A N A D A "
Queensland

Branch)

Background information on the landscape, soils, climate and crop capability was presented.
Then, agronomic practices, especially with reference to Saskatchewan, were presented with
particular emphasis on the following aspects: summer fallowing, erosion seeding, fertility,
harvesting and zero tillage.
In the period from the 1940s to the 1960s prairie farmers in North America moved from " b l a c k "
summer fallow, which was prone to wind erosion, to strip farming and stubble mulching, where
the aim was to keep as much stubble as possible on the soil so as to trap snow and reduce
erosion. Currently there is a move to more application of chemicals for weed control, combined
with a move to zero tillage and more extended rotations. The reasons for this changeover are
labour and energy saving, increased water conservation and reduced soil erosion. But, labour and
energy savings may in the long run be counter-balanced by the increased cost of the chemicals
required to control weeds and pests and to fertilize, plus the increased cost for specialized
equipment. Furthermore, one cannot overlook the possible effect that the projected increase in
application of chemicals may have on our health and our environment.
Dr. C. Campbell is in charge of the Soils and Environment
Section
Research Station at Swift Current, Saskatchewan.
His work involves
nitrogen model for the dryland prairie areas of Canada.
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of the Agriculture
Canada
the development
of a wheat-

1979 TRI-BRANCH CONFERENCE ABSTRACTS
SOIL DISPERSIBILITY AND GULLY EROSION
B. W.

Murphy"

The occurrence of gully erosion is shown to be closely related to the dispersion characteristics
of subsoils in drainage lines and footslopes. The results indicate that the aggregate dispersion
test after Emerson (1967) may be a useful guide to predicting the occurrence of gully erosion
in the Bathurst-Orange region.
* Soil Conservation Service Research Centre, Wellington, N.S.W.

PEDOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING THE RATE OF VERTICAL ACCRETION
W. D. Erskine and M. D.

Melville"

At two sites on the floodplain of the lower Macdonald River the depth and rate of accumulation
of vertical accretion deposits in the form of sand splays were investigated. Due to large a n d / o r
frequent accessions of sediment an alluvial soil corresponding to Walker and Coventry's
(1976) cumulic stage of development had been buried at both sites. It was found that a
discontinuity in the vertical trend of selected soil morphologic, chemical and particle size
properties coincided with the contact of the splay deposit and the surface of the buried soil.
After establishing the date of this soil burial and measuring the depth of the splay deposit,
the rate of vertical accretion could be determined.
* School of Geography, University of New South Wales, Kensington.

PROBLEMS OF SOIL VARIABILITY ON ALLUVIAL TERRACES
G. Atkinson'

and M. D.

Melville2

The variability of many properties of alluvial soils is shown to be quite high. Pattern analysis
and principal component analysis suggest that some of this results from the distribution of
soil phases. However, some of the variability is caused by depositional overlap of an older soil.
These results are used to show that a detailed survey in these variable soils is not warranted.
1.

Soil Conservation Service of N.S.W.

2. School of Geography, University of N.S.W.

VARIATION IN BULK DENSITY, STONE CONTENT AND BIOMASS OF FINE ROOTS
IN SURFACE SOILS FROM THREE EUCALYPT FORESTS
R. J. Raison and P. V. Woods"
Variation with soil depth of bulk density, weight of stone and hard peds, and biomass of roots
(between 1 and 20mm in diameter) was determined both within and between different
eucalypt forest communities growing on surface soils derived from similar parent material.
These data are presented and are used to illustrate the intensity of sampling required to give
reasonable precision of estimates of these parameters in stoney forest soils. The importance is
stressed of adjusting soil chemical data for the amount of stomes and hard peds in the profile
when calculating total stocks of soil nutrients. The low resolution possible for assessing the
effects of treatments on total nutrient stores in forest soils is emphasised.
* Division of Forest Research, CSIRO, P.O. Box 4008, Canberra City 2600.
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A MODEL OF PLANT GROWTH RESPONSE TO BULK SHEAR STRENGTH
MEASUREMENTS
Joceiyn

E. Lloyd and N.

Coliis-George*

A model is presented which assumes: (i) that the expansion of plant organs can be prevented if
the stress regime at the plant/soil interface does not allow soil deformation; (ii) that the in situ
bulk shear strength of the soil is a relevant measurement of the isotropic stresses at rest.
Specimen calculations show that values of in situ bulk shear strength at 1 bar may prevent
plant growth. Additionally, the model indicated that the limiting value of bulk shear strength will
decrease if the angle of shearing resistance increases with change of soil type.
The consequences to the emergence of wheat of changes of bulk shear strength with depth are
briefly outlined.
* Department of Soil Science, University of Sydney, N.S.W. 2006.

EFFECT OF NITROGEN FERTILITY AND STUBBLE MANAGEMENT
ON THE GROWTH OF WHEAT SOD-SEEDED IN RICE STUBBLE
J. L. Cooper and P. E.

Bacon*

The effects of stubble management, stubble quantity and nitrogen supply were studied under a
rice-wheat rotation in a preliminary field experiment at Yanco, N.S.W. Wheat establishment was
severely reduced at high rates of nitrogen applied to either the wheat or the previous
rice crop. Significant interactions between stubble management and rice nitrogen (or stubble
quantity) indicate that early incorporation or removal (burning) of stubble allows utilisation of
residual rice nitrogen, while stubble incorporation at wheat planting causes immobilisation.
Sod sowing into standing stubble gave the highest wheat yield (2.76 t / h a ) , while the burnt plots
were very poor (0.59 t / h a ) . Increasing rice nitrogen reduced yield on seedavated plots, but
increased yield in other treatments. Increasing wheat nitrogen increased yield under all
stubble management treatments.
Further work on soil nitrogen is necessary to increase understanding of the various responses.
* N.S.W. Department of Agriculture, Yanco.

A NEW EXTRACTANT FOR ABSORBED SULFATE IN SOILS
K.

Spencer*

More complete extraction of absorbed sulfate by phosphate solutions can be achieved if
calcium is replaced by magnesium as the associated cation. It is then possible to increase
the concentration of phosphate (the displacing anion) and at the same time increase the pH of
the soil suspension.
Examples are given with krasnozem-type soils showing the greater displacing ability of the
magnesium phosphate solution when used as optimum molarity, pH, soil: extractant ratio and
shaking time.
* CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra, A.C.T. 2601.
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THE ADEQUACY OF CRITICAL P AND S CONCENTRATIONS IN SOILS AND IN PASTURE
SPECIES FOR ASSESSMENT OF NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY
K. f. PeverilP and L A.

Douglas2

Data from P and S fertilizer trials at 96 sites were used to determine critical concentrations for
available P and S in soil and for P and S in pasture plants. Soil and plant tests were further
evaluated at two sites in Victoria. Results suggest that use of the soil tests for available P and S
in Autumn should be useful for predicting P and S fertilizer requirements of pastures in
those areas. Plant tests did not show promise.
1. Victorian Department of Agriculture.
2. School of Agriculture and Forestry, University of Melbourne.

THE EFFECTS OF FLOODING FOR RICE CULTURE ON SOIL PHOSPHATE SORPTION
CHARACTERISTICS AND PHOSPHATE AVAILABILITY TO A SUBSEQUENT MAIZE CROP
/. R.

Willett*

The effects of flooding and lowland rice culture on soil phosphate sorption characteristics
and subsequent maize growth were investigated in two contrasting rice soils of the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area. The effects of incorporating rice straw, either during or after flooding were
also studied. The experiment was conducted in a glasshouse with the use of large intact soil cores.
Previous flooding markedly reduced maize growth, leaf P concentration and P uptake, despite the
application of a large quantity of P fertilizer after drainage. Soil analyses showed that previous
flooding increased the Langmuir sorption terms for maximum P sorption capacity and bounding
energy. The availability of P was more closely related to the bonding energy between soil
and P than to the capacity of the soils to sorb P. The increases in the P sorption parameters
were associated with decreases in the crystallinity of the free iron oxides as determined by their
oxalate solubility. It was concluded that depressed P supply to maize sown in previously
flooded soils was due to stronger P sorption by the drained soils and that this was the
main cause of the poor growth of maize.
* CSIRO Division of Soils, Canberra Laboratories, P.O. Box 639, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601.

VARIATION IN BRAY I PHOSPHORUS AND pH VALUES OF SOILS SAMPLED WET FOLLOWED
BY DIFFERENT SAMPLE TREATMENTS
/. Vimpany

and J.

Bradley*

Analysis of soil samples collected from the central tablelands of N.S.W. under wet conditions
showed considerable effects of sample treatment on both Bray I phosphorous and pH values.
Soils dried immediately had higher Bray I values than soils extracted wet in the field.
Soils stored wet for 1 month and then dried had higher Bray I values than soils stored wet
but not dried. Soils stored wet for 1 month and then dried had lower Bray values than soils dried
immediately. Soils stored wet for 1 month and not dried had higher Bray values than soils extracted
wet in the field. Soils dried immediately had higher pH values than soils stored wet for 1 month
then dried.
* N.S.W. Department of Agriculture, Rydalmere.
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EVALUATION OF SOIL PHOSPHATE TESTS CURRENTLY
USED IN NEW SOUTH WALES
/. C. R.

Holdford*

Whether evaluated in terms of phosphorus uptake or yield response by white clover to P
fertilizer, N a H C 0 3 was superior to the Bray extractant, accounting for over 8 0 % of the variance
in P uptake and yield response. There was no significant difference between the various methods
of NaHC0 3 extraction. The Mehlich test was poorly correlated with all plant parameters even
when alkaline soils were excluded.
When the soils were stratified into weakly, moderately and strongly buffered groups the correlation
and regressions were improved for Bray but not for Mehlich tests. The Bray test was very
sensitive to buffering but tended to over-compensate for this property. The Colwell test was less
sensitive to buffering than the Olsen test, and this accounted for the superiority of the
Olsen test in its relationship with plant yield response.
* Agricultural Research Centre, Tamworth, N.S.W.

FITTING THE RESULTS OF WHEAT EXPERIMENTS TO THE
DECIDE MODEL OF FERTILIZER RESPONSE
K. R. Helyer and K. M.

Curtis*

The results of several hundred single season phosphate rate experiments and three long term
phosphate experiments with wheat have been fitted to the Decide model of fertilizer response.
Relationships between the fitted mode! coefficients and site variables expected to effect
response to phosphate were examined by regression analysis.
Nitrogen was the only factor found to clearly affect the maximum yield with adequate phosphate.
Other factors contribute to variation in maximum yields (standard deviation of yields between
sites and years is 600 to 900 kg grain per ha with adequate nitrogen) but analyses to date
have not defined the quantitative effect of these.
Minimum wheat yields on exhaustively cropped sites without phosphate application are about 5 5 %
and 3 5 % of maximum yields for low and high N status sites respectively.
The slope of the response curve is indicated by the c value of the Mitscherlich equation.
The c values have been related to soils and other factors expected to affect phosphate
diffusion to roots. The most consistent factor was the effect of maximum yields on c. In some
experiments an index of soil moisture, and the soil phosphate buffer capacity, also contributed
to variation in c values.
Estimates of the phosphate maintenance requirement curve for wheat have been obtained from
the long term experiments.
* Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Centre, Wollongbar, N.S.W. 2480.

EFFECT OF GYPSUM APPLICATION ON THE WATER
RELATIONSHIP OF THE GREY CLAY PROFILES
H. B. So, D. C. McKenzie

and C. P. Horn*

The soil moisture profiles of the grey clays at two sites in the Lower Gwydir Valley, N.S.W. were
studied in 1978. These profiles show that average wheat yields on these soils are associated
with the ability of the soil to absorb and store water.
The use of gypsum is shown to improve the depth and amount of water penetration, the efficiency
of the soil to use rain water and the drainage of surface soils.
* Division of Soil Science, University of New England.
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EFFECT OF GYPSUM APPLICATION ON THE EXCHANGEABLE
CATIONS AND SOLUBLE IONS OF GREY CLAY PROFILES
D. C. McKenzie*,

H. B. So*, A. D. Doylef,

W. J.

Yates*

Unstable grey clay profiles at two sites in the lower Gwydir Valley, N.S.W., were studied in 1977,
four years after the application of gypsum. Changes in the status of exchangeable cations,
soluble ions and residual gypsum of the soil were measured, and related to dryland wheat
production at each site.
The electrolyte effect of gypsum was negligible at each site in 1977, while a strong residual effect
was evident in the lighter textured soil. Enhanced leaching of soluble chlorides was also
recorded following gypsum addition.
* Division of Soils Science, University of New England, Armidaie.
t Agricultural Research Centre, Tamworth.

EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT CALCIUM APPLICATION METHODS IN
CONTROLLING MUDDY WATER
P. E. Bacon*
The efficiency of five different gypsum application methods in stabilising flooded soils was studied
in a series of laboratory experiments using 8 x 30 cm PVC columns containing 15 cm of soil
overlain by 15 cm of flood water. Applying gypsum 24 hours after flooding resulted in a 30 fold
increase in calcium concentration in the flood water. Calcium concentration remained
significantly higher than in control columns for between 9 and 17 days after flooding.
Analysis of surface soil from the columns in which gypsum application was delayed indicated that
calcium had undergone exchange for sodium and magnesium. The exchangeable sodium
percentage (ESP) fell from 9.1 to 5 . 1 % . In control columns the ESP fell to 6.9 suggesting
that some hydrolytic exchange of sodium had occurred. Delaying gypsum application at least
until the soil ponds is the most efficient way of stabilising the system.
* Agriculture Research Centre, Yanco.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY — OSMOTIC POTENTIAL —
COMPOSITION RELATIONS FOR SATURATION EXTRACTS
FROM AUSTRALIAN SOILS
D. S.

Mclntyre*

Relationships among total ion concentration (N), electrical conductivity (EC), and osmotic
potential (OP), have been determined for soil saturation extracts taken from 137 soils, for use in
salinity studies. Regressions have been calculated and compared with ones determined for
western U.S.A. soils in 1954. The values for soil solutions, which are functions of composition
as well as total electrolyte concentration, are compared with those for the standards, viz. NaCI
and MgS0 4 .
* CSIRO, Division of Soils, P.O. Box 639, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601.
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SOIL WATER DRAINAGE BENEATH NATIVE VEGETATION AND CROPPED
LANDS IN A SEMI-ARID ENVIRONMENT
M. W. Hughes and G. B.

Allison*

Soil water from cropped fields and an area of native vegetation in the Victorian Murray Mallee
were sampled for chloride, tritium, deuterium and oxygen-18 to investigate possible changes in
the drainage pattern and hence long term changes in soil salinity due to clearing and cropping.
The cropped sites were selected to represent the tops of dunes and the swales. The soils had
been cropped for 60-70 years.
Chloride concentrations indicate that a small annual drainage of approximately 0.1 mm per year
under native vegetation has increased to about 5 mm per year under cropped lands. A water use
model shows that a large proportion of this additional drainage occurred in one very wet year.
Tritium measurements did not prove useful in determining drainage rates in this semi-arid
environment. The measurement of the stable isotopes deuterium and oxygen~18 show promise
for elucidating mechanisms of soil water movement.
* CSIRO, Division of Soils, Adelaide, S.A.

CLASSIFICATION OF SOME AUSTRALIAN BROWN FOREST SOILS
P. J. Ryan and J. W.

McGarity*

The problem of classifying forest soils and brown forest soils in particular are discussed in
reference to the properties of two representative profiles situated within a wet sclerophyll,
flooded gum {Eucalyptus grandis Hill ex Maid) forest, north of Coffs Harbour, N.S.W. These two
profiles are considered to characterize the extent of soil variability attributable to the presence of
the wet sclerophyll forest at the study site, including that caused by the individual flooded gum
trees.
Three soil classification systems (Northcote's Key, Great Soil Groups of Australia and Soil
Taxonomy) are assessed as to their ability to recognise and utilize the significant soil properties
and soil forming processes that are a result of, or influenced by, the presence of the forest
community.
* Division of Soil Science, Faculty of Resource Management, University of New England, Armidale,
N.S.W. 2351, Australia.

NITROGENASE ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH RHIZOSPHERE AND
SOIL FROM THE GRAMINACEOUS PASTURES ON THE
NORTHERN TABLELANDS, N.S.W.
J. W. McGarity

and Pojanart

Wongtrakul*

The nitrogenase activities are reported for soil cores collected from beneath 7 temperate and
sub-tropical grass swards at different times during the year. Activities were determined by the
acetylene reduction technique on dark incubated samples.
Paspalum had high activities in spring, summer and autumn while vulpia had high activities in
autumn and winter.
Soil water content at sampling time was positively correlated with nitrogenase activity, urea
additions slightly reduced activity, and a single cutting of grass tops did not affect activity.
Assuming that the technique measures the activity of free-living rhizosphere and non-rhizosphere
organisms, the calculated amount of N-fixation is less than 1 kg per ha per annum.
* Division of Soil Science, University of New England, Armidale, N.S.W. 2351, Australia.
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EFFECT OF SEVERAL FURROW TREATMENTS ON THE ABSORPTION OF WATER
INTO BEDS OF STRUCTURALLY UNSTABLE SOILS
T. S. Abbotf

and P. J . Sinclair2

Two field trials were conducted at Trangie, New South Wales to assess practical
increasing the absorption of water from furrows into 1.5 m wide beds planted to
double rows. The soil type chosen for the trials was that most commonly used in
for furrow-irrigated vegetable cropping, viz. a red-brown earth (Dr. 2.13) having a
crusting fine sandy loam A horizon.

means of
vegetables in
the region
hard-setting and

Treatments were: control, cultivation of the furrows before each irrigation, application to the
furrows of a mulch of wheat straw at two rates, application to the furrows and edges of beds
of gypsum at t w o rates, application of calcium chloride to the irrigation water, combination of
furrow cultivation and calcium chloride application to the water, and application to the furrows
and edges of beds of a mulch of oaten hay. Absorption as a consequence of irrigation was
determined by measuring moisture content immediately before and after irrigation in a grid 40 cm
wide (between plant row and edge of bed) by 40 cm deep.
Cultivation of the furrows before irrigation and straw or hay mulch application to the furrows
significantly increased absorption. The mulch treatment also resulted in significantly higher
levels of moisture content in some parts of the beds than the control for the period between
irrigations, whereas furrows cultivation did not. Applications of calcium salt, either to the furrows or
to the irrigation water, had no effect on absorption.
1.

Biological and Chemical Research Institute, N.S.W. Department of Agriculture,
N.S.W.

Rydalmere,

2. Agricultural Research Station, N.S.W. Department of Agriculture, Trangie, N.S.W.

MEASUREMENT OF SOIL SALINITY BY ABSORPTION OF
SOLUTION INTO POROUS BLOCKS
D. S. Mclntyre,

J. Loveday and H. J. Beatty*

Porous ceramic blocks (termed "sorption blocks") have been used to extract soil solution in situ
from a clay soil of such low hydraulic conductivity that other methods of extraction were
impractical. The technique was first tested in a sandy loam by comparison with porous cup
extracts obtained by evacuation of the cups; it was then used in clay soils. Except at very low
electrolyte concentrations, the technique appears to furnish satisfactory results for the
composition of soil solution, the measurement of which generally has associated with it a high
variability.
* Division of Soils, CSIRO, P.O. Box 639, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601.
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SEASONAL SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIMES IN S.E. AUSTRALIA
C. L. Watson*
The soil temperature regimes of fifteen locations in south-eastern Australia were categorised by
utilizing criteria adopted by the U.S. Soil Taxonomy. On the basis of mean annual and seasonal soil
temperatures from depths of from 50 to 61 cm, all sites but one were classed as thermic,
having mean annual soil temperatures between 15° and 22°C and seasonal differences of more
than 5°C.
it was found that mean annual and seasonal soil temperatures were significantly correlated
with the corresponding mean air temperatures. Estimates of soil temperature regimes at some
other locations in the region may therefore be made provided the appropriate air temperature
data are available.
* Division of Soils, CSIRO, P.O. Box 639, Canberra City, A C T . 2601.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE SOIL SOLUTION
UNDER TWO EUCALYPT FORESTS
P. K. Khanna and R. J. Raison*
The chemistry of solutions extracted from soils under Eucalyptus delegatensis (PD) and
E. pauciflora
(PS) forest was studied over a six-month period. Solutions were isolated either by
extraction in the laboratory (using water: soil ratios between 0.4 and 20:1) or collection in the field
using cup-tensiometers and lysimeter plates.
Laboratory extracts of soils from under E. delegatensis had a higher salt concentration than those of
comparable depth from under E. pauciflora. Ca was the dominant cation in the surface (0-20 cm)
soil at PD, but it was replaced by Na deeper in the profile. At the PS site Na was the dominant
cation throughout the profile. The total amount of salts extracted from both soils increased
with increasing soil depth at both sites.
Tensiometer cups appear to be useful devices for collection percolating water in the field.
The ionic composition of solutions collected in the field was much less than that of saturation
extracts, indicating that at best laboratory extracts can only be used as an index of the
chemistry of field percolate in these forest soils. The concentration in soil water of those
elements (K, Ca, Mg, NH4) cycled by the vegetation decreased with depth. However,
concentrations of Na and Mg were higher in streamwater (base flow) than in soil water extracted
at 80 cm depth, indicating possible additions of these cations to ground water from weathering.
The concentration of ions in saturation extracts was similar for soils collected in winter and spring,
but lower for soils sampled in summer. The likely role of the vegetation in determining
seasonal chemistry of the soil solution is briefly discussed.
Working paper for Aust. Soc. Soil Sci. Conf., Yanco, May, 1979.
* Division of Forest Research, CSIRO, P.O. Box 4008, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600.
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